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# Rise, Tarnished, and Become An Elden Lord. Rise, Tarnished, and
Become an Elden Lord. The story of Elden Ring begins! *** About the
game *** The Elden Ring Game is a massive online action RPG game

designed for three players. It is a game where you fight against
monsters to move forward in a fantasy world. Users can customize
characters' face, gender, race, and clothing. Players can also join

clans to fight together with other players. Moreover, users can hunt
monsters, make use of tools, farm land and trade to gain items and

increase the quality of their weapon and armor. The Elden Ring game
is a game that lets players' individual desires and skills shape their
adventure in the same fantasy world. Players can also invite and

invite other players, fight against monsters together or trade items or
services. *** About the world *** The game takes place in an

environment that is rich with fantasy and myth, where players can
freely move around. A vast game world. I. Want to accomplish a vast
goal? Then, the world of the Elden Ring Game is the world you must
conquer. II. Play for yourself without being limited by time. The game
world is open to the day and night. Even if you stay at one place for
long, the world and the town will still evolve, so the relationship with

the world does not become too predictable. *** About the game
contents *** You can create your own character to play. Players can
customize their appearance, the number of points they begin with,
strength and stamina, and magic power, and also they can modify
their clothing. You can make up a uniform, switch the place where

your equipment is stored, and also the way of acting you want.
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Players can become a strong warrior, a mage or a scholar. *** About
gameplay *** The game supports up to three players. The world is
freely divided into stages in each of which each player can freely
move and explore. Players can use a variety of elements to fight

against monsters in stages, and they can collect resources in each
stage to be used to upgrade their status. During combat, players can
use a variety of different equipment and equip items to increase their

combat power. Players can choose from various combinations of
equipment with different attributes and enhance their combat power

accordingly. When a player runs out of stamina,

Features Key:
An Epic Drama about Warriors of the Old The tale of an orc's

increasing mightiness and a strong hero's jealousy is interwoven into
the Lands Between's epic saga that blends high fantasy with a mystic
fantasy. As you fight alongside the handicapped and struggling hero

you set forth on a quest to battle the ancient evil.]
Vast World and Large-scale dungeons Open to Action In addition to

the Lands Between's vast world and eye-blinding towering dungeons
full of the unexpected and mind-boggling monsters and traps, a zone
called 'Elden Ring' has also been added to the game. This zone can be

taken into account as both a unique resource for building your
character and as a battlefield where you fight monsters of the various

races. At the same time, this allows you to experience the Lands
Between on a greater scale.

Under the Battle System

The battle system has been overhauled. You can now arbitrarily increase the
degree of involvement in battle. While you will continue to enjoy a simple and
easy “aggro” system, the interplay between characters called
"complications" has increased in complexity, further allowing you to enjoy in
depth battles. Previously, some characters could not participate in battles,
and others could only wield a few weapons. However, this has all been
changed so that the characters in Eldden Ring are a "team with a wide range
of powerful attacks".

For example, if you play a melee-type character with high stability, you can
link your skills to counter the archers, dealing damage with added effect or
utilizing the defense and resistance of your character against all-out offensive
attacks. Further, the action button system has been updated for instant
“attack”, individual “range attacks” with perfect accuracy, counter attacks,
evasion techniques (including the technique that lets you parry attacks with
"stability: 3"), as well as “stealth”, and rolling. To support this, the
"equipment" section has been expanded. A right-click menu has been added
in the "equipment" area, and multiple item types can be selected
simultaneously.
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